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Blue Kilim-style Carpet Stone Tile White Hallway Wall

Wooden Low Table Floor Lamp Fireplace

Wooden End Table Lcd Tv (50 In.)

 
A big living room is more comfortable to live in and allows for more furnishing. Then how to
make the large living room layout? There are a wide variety of ACNH modern living room
design ideas, combining antique, cozy, cottagecore, nordic, Chinese, and more styles, wooden
Animal Crossing furniture sets, and artistic rugs are commonly used. We also have a selection
of ACNH 2.0 items that involve various themes, you can improve your living room interior with
minor tweaks or a whole rebuild. Have you found the two little cute gyroids on the ground?
Now, in this Animal Crossing New Horizons living room, the most notable feature is the giant
background, which is made of three bookshelves, it's a good idea for a TV background wall.
Two groups of Box Corner Sofa and Box Sofa form a long sofa on The Blue Kilim-style Carpet,
you can even lie down and watch TV. the creator uses Stone Tile, White Hallway Wall, a white
Wooden Low Table, and a white Floor Lamp, making the whole tone of the decor is a light
color and the room looks more bright. The Fireplace and plants make it warm and breathable. 
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ACNH Junglecore House Interior Design Ideas - Bathroom
With ACNH Items Jungle Wall
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